
5 reasons Actify SpinFire is the perfect CAD 
viewing solution for your multi-disciplinary 

projects across the enterprise.

The Modern CAD Viewer
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Actify’s revolutionary CAD Viewer, SpinFire is the perfect CAD 

viewing platform to allow designers, management and 

engineers to work as a team. Organizations adopt SpinFire 

for its ease of use and for the professional CAD tools needed 

to help inspect and communicate design improvements. If 

you are part of a multidisciplinary design project or quite 

frankly, are part of any design team, here are five reasons 

why you should be using SpinFire.



Never before have so many people across 

the enterprise had access to a 

professional-level desktop CAD application 

for investigating, analysing and 

communicating 3D & 2D CAD files. Actify 

focuses on providing easy to use CAD tools, 

to remove all technical barriers, allowing 

anyone to inspect and  contribute to a 

design.

Actify also offers a CAD  Viewer that runs in 

a browser  which means that all project 

members can access, review and 

communicate 3D design data on any type 

of computer, tablet or even a phone.

SPINFIRE IS A PROFESSIONAL 
CAD VIEWING APPLICATION 

THAT ANYONE 
WITHIN THE ORGANISATION 

CAN OPERATE.
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When working with a large group of 

people, change management becomes 

vital. Here’s how SpinFire helps simplify the 

feedback exchange and data 

management:

Everyone on your team can clearly 

communicate their feedback most 

effectively through ‘User Views’.  A user 

view captures the part orientation, camera 

view, part transformations and annotations 

to detail your feedback.  SpinFire 

effectively captures who added the ‘user 

view’ in addition to any updates, additions 

or changes made by other members of the 

team, to track change increments as they 

accumulate.

2.

SPINFIRE MANAGES 
CHANGE REQUESTS.



SpinFire is designed with an intuitive 

Graphical User Interface that allows users 

to quickly learn and begin using the 

solution with very little effort, even if they 

never had prior CAD software 

knowledge. Engineers will be happy with 

the many features that SpinFire has to 

offer, while the extended organization will 

gain access to 3D and 2D CAD data that 

they never before had access to.

CAD analysis CAD 
visualization

CAD 
calculations

CAD 
dimensioning
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CAD 
conversion

Collaboration

SPINFIRE IS 
FEATURE RICH AND

USER-FRIENDLY.

3.



It’s likely that customers or design teams 

may be using several different CAD 

products. SpinFire Ultimate works well with 

other CAD systems. You can import a wide 

variety of common CAD formats with 

SpinFire Ultimate, which will translate these 

files into viewable geometry and a neutral 

format.  SpinFire Ultimate leverages industry 

leading CAD importers.  Team members 

can also import their native CAD data, 

which can then be easily shared with others 

in a lightweight .act3D format. This will help 

users share and communicate new versions 

of their native CAD data.

4.

SPINFIRE IS 
COMPATIBLE



Sharing your project with extended design 

teams is easy with SpinFire Ultimate.  

SpinFire is able to convert CAD data into a 

compact, lightweight and neutral format 

for sharing with internal and external teams.  

Information workers within, but not limited 

to; procurement, management, sales & 

marketing departments can benefit from 

gaining access to more information 

contained within a CAD file.  For the nature 

of these job functions and use cases, a cost 

effective CAD Viewer such as SpinFire 

Ultimate would deliver more value to your 

organisation.

SPINFIRE MAKES 
ENGINEERING DATA 
MORE ACCESSIBLE.

5.



SpinFire is the perfect CAD Visualization platform for reviewing and 

participating in hardware design projects. Now everyone can 

immediately access professional CAD: Your design team, your partners, 

your suppliers, everyone. With effective tools to support the 

communication of engineering type data across the enterprise, your 

project will evolve faster and feedback can be given and addressed 

instantaneously. By eliminating cost barriers and resolving common data 

management problems, your team can now focus on what really matters 

– the delivery of your project!
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